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+ energy preference & capability
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Physical attributes of real-world urban 
cyclists
7
DEVELOPMENT OF A FIELD BICYCLE COAST-DOWN TEST
• Builds on previous methods       + wind & grade
• Additional sensors, more complex equation
• Precision similar to past indoor tests
8
INTERCEPT SURVEY
• Intercepted cyclists in Vancouver, summer 
2016
• 9 locations in a variety of contexts 
(residential, waterfront, downtown, university)
• 18 weekdays, noon to early evening
• Questionnaire & physical testing
• Travel habits




• 648 participants (signed consent form), 625 complete questionnaires
• Demographics comparable to Metro Vancouver cyclists in a 2011 TransLink Household Travel 
Survey
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RESISTANCE PARAMETERS (557 CYCLISTS)
Wider and higher range than in the existing literature, which focusses on sport 
cyclists
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HIGHER RESISTANCE PARAMETERS FOR LESS SPORT-
ORIENTED CYCLISTS
Negative correlations
• Tire pressure & 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟
• Tire pressure & 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 (via bike type)
Positive correlations
• Tire width & 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 (via pressure)
• Tire width & 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 (via bike type)
• BMI, age, overall mass & 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑
Correlations shown significantly different from zero at p<0.05
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PHYSICAL TYPOLOGY
M, H, R cyclists increasingly, 
significantly:  
• Cycle year-round 
• Ride faster
• More weekly physical activity
• More commute cycling 
• More “strong & fearless” & 
less “interested but concerned”
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BUT differences were modest and the ranges within clusters were wide 
Also, questionnaire data (socio-dem, habits) poorly predict physical attributes
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PEOPLE WITH LIGHTER, 
“BETTER” CYCLING EQUIPMENT
ALSO CYCLE MORE




APPLICATIONS OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
Signal timingPollution in halation modeling
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Collecting naturalistic 
cycling GPS data for 
speed and energy 
analysis
Smartphone-based GPS data collection
• Off-the-shelf app
• 1-sec GPS logging
• Heart rate pairing
• Direct data sharing
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SUMMER 2017 GPS BICYCLE TRAVEL STUDY 
…generated 15,000 km of 
cycling data over 2,300 trips 
(8% e-bike)…
150 participants from 12 municipalities 
around Metro Vancouver…
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Processing GPS data for high-res analysis










• Identify elevated links (OpenStreetMaps flag)
• Non-elevated links
– Interpolate highest-resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
• Elevated links
– Process cloud-point LIDAR data, if available
– <100 m, assume constant-grade
– >100 m, seek out design drawings or other data source
24
Using the GPS travel data –
Speed choice modelling 
& e-bikes
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Speed choice and speed-energy trade-off
• Utility-based speed choice model with time, energy, and 
control factors
• Parameters
– Physical attributes (coast-down test + physiology models)
– Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS) between time and energy
• Calibration of MRS requires observation of an equilibrium 
“cruising” speed
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Predicted effects of e-assist on speed
27
Baptista et al., 2015
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IDENTIFYING CRUISING
EVENTS IN GPS DATA
• 15-45% of observations
• Cruising speeds different 
from average speeds
• Regression on grade
o HIGH inter-person 
variability
Simple Binning Time-series clustering #1







After data processing study diversion
30
• Speed/energy preferences (MRS)
– Sensitive to data accuracy (especially grade) 
– Intra- and inter-person heterogeneity (trip purpose, weather, age, etc)
• Significantly improves route prediction?
– e.g., explains heterogeneity in “cost” of hills
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EFFECTS OF E-
ASSIST ON SPEED 
DYNAMICS
• ~30% faster
• Greater speeds, grades, and 
speed + grade dynamics
• Important to compare 
similar trips & travellers
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2x motive energy
o ½ higher speed & grade
o ¼ greater speed dynamics
o ¼ greater resistance parameters
Future & ongoing work
• Energy validation with heart rate data from survey
• Field tests with new mobility devices (e-scooters, etc) and 
controlled e-assist levels
– Energy validation with breath measurements
• Transferability to other cities
• Validation with (e)bikeshare system data
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